Introduction
There is a reluctance among psychotherapists to work with patients of defective, borderline intelligence or inhibited development. The very substantial degree of progress that can be achieved by some patients with these handicaps is overlooked and rarely made known. This is the report of the intensive psychoanalytic psychotherapy for seven years (and in the last year psychoanalysis) of an adolescent, fraternal twin with a mild cerebral palsy resulting from birth injury, and a mixed neurosis with grosslỹ bnormal speech and personal manner-Isms.
The patient, a 16 year old white, Canadian-born, Protestant male, was seen in consultation for diagnosis and treatment recommendations, in March 1956. A~th,at time h~presented severe, incap-aCItatIng phobias and hypochondriasis, involving multiple aches and pains in the abdominal region and in the musculo-skelet~l system. He ,suffer~d, from age 13, with Irregularly IncreasIng intensity, from s~vere phobias: -for entering banks, for gOIng down-town,and for walking in parts of the down-town and eastern Montreal which the patient visualized as peopled by hostile strangers Who would beat him. Though religious, he was un-'Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, McGill University Associate Psychiatrist, Director of Clinical Investigat ion Unit, Jewish General Hospital, Montreal. able to attend services at his church, in which his father was an important lay member; nor could he enter a cinema, fearing that he would cry out in an uncontrollable loud voice and possibly faint. He feared closed spaces, of being locked in a toilet, and tended to need the company of members of his family. He also stated that he was not capable of reading, watching T.V. or following a movie, since even when he had gone in previous years, his mind and eyes would wander from the screen to inner thoughts; besides, he felt uncomfortable in the dark.
Appearance and behaviour. He presented a remarkable picture at the first interview: 5'6", slim, with back slouched, :head well forward, a shock of hair crowning a narrow forehead, a shuffling gait with tendency to sway slightly from side to side and arms dangling just anterior to his body. He had dressed well, but spoiled the effect by a careless crumpling of one collar and a disarranged tie. He approached me with a very friendly grin, an extended hand, and greeted me, "Hello, my name is R ...", in an exceedingly loud voice and a slurred indistinct diction with a marked nasal tonality. His speech was accompanied by drooling at the corners of the mouth, much slathering, and a fine spray of saliva drenched the area he faced. He drooled from the comers of his mouth moderately even when not actively speaking. Accompanying this was considerable excitability, manifested by choreo-athetoid movements of the arms, an excessive mobility of his cheeks, pursing of the lips with frequent sucking and licking and much hand waving and movement. He slurred his words, blurring many sounds, such as the "rh" which became "de" and spoke in an inordinanrly loud semi-shout, with a twangy nasal intonation.
The poor posture, poorly coordinated musculoskeletal movements, choreo-athetoid movements, the shuffling gait; his very friendly ingratiating manner contrasted with his spitting and drooling. Loud outbursts of shouting with arm waving, active hand and facial movements and excited outbursts of laughter, summarized his appearance and behaviour.
Significant history. He was the youngest of five children. The eldest was a girl eight years older, followed by a boy four years older, who died at age three of an infectious disease; then another boy, two years older. The patient was the youngest of male fraternal twins born half an hour apart. His brother presented normally but the patient was a complete breech presentation. The labour was protracted and though the brother's birth was without incident, the patient's was difficult, there being concern for his well-being after signs suggesting mild cerebral anoxia, and possibly a slight meningeal hemorrhage. His later neurologic history and an EEG at age 15 showed . . . "rather diffused dysrhythmia with slight predominance of disturbance over both temporal lobes; the abnormality consisting of some irregularity in the background rhythm, especially at frequencies around 5 c/second. The alpha activity from both posterior 'head regions is well preserved. This would suggest some mild diffuse brain disturbance" . . . The total syndrome had suggested the diagnosis of either a post-encephalitic, or a mild cerebral palsy type of injury following cerebral anoxia and prob-able slight meningeal hemorrhage at birth. The neurological consultant favoured the latter (cerebral palsy).
Family records showed that he weighed 4 Ibs, 15 ozs. at birth compared to the 6 Ibs. of his brother. His length was the same as his brother's. For the first 4 months he was cranky and irritable and cried a great deal, seemed fretful and difficult in comparison to the brother who was placid, good-natured, cheerful and happy looking. Space precludes enumeration ofthe weight and the growth data; after the age of four months, growth was adequate, but lagged behind that of his brother. The patient showed multiple and prolonged temper tantrums and an inability to speak formed language until the age of seven years. He communicated instead with a personal series of symbolic cries, sounds and bodily movements. From the age of seven when he began to speak, until nine, he received speech therapy with marked improvement in his speech to an understandable level and considerable progress in his vocabulary. It then remained, as to quality and intonation, at the level already described at the age of 16.
Thus, in the first four months of life he was "very weak" and needed a "great deal of medical attention" with much crying, interrupted sleep, and difficulty digesting his food. From the age of four months to five years rapid physical progress was made and, other than the series of temper tantrums and an inability to speak formed words, the boy seemed well. At the age of seven the outbursts of temper were stilI present, the patient going into rages whenever he felt frustrated at not getting what others of the family received, or what he wanted. Thus, physical development was normal, other than his teeth which grew in a very everted position so that he had an extreme set of "buck teeth". He demonstrated marked jealousy, greed, impulsivity and poor emotional control.
From the age of five to 13 the patient demonstrated temper tantrums, alternating with attempts to be extremely compliant and pleasant with the parents. He complained of "great nervousness", much physical pain-aches in the bones, joints and large muscle masses "growing pains", which were succeeded by phobias at the age of 13.
Schooling. He attended a private elementary school, his father being a prominent member of the board of governors. He was made the target of ridicule because of his speech, drooling and slathering. He felt aggressively different from the other children, with some of whom however he made friendships and acquaintanceships which have lasted. He developed a very adequate technique of "shaggy-dog-like" friendliness in which he would approach someone with a shuffling gait, head held forward, hand stuck out, saying "Good-day my name is R ...".
From the fourth year he began to do poorly in school. He found that it took him longer to do his work than the other children, but learned to persist at some tasks. He had many fights and arguments with his twin brother, because he was called nick-names and teased. The patient frequently responded with frustration, outbursts of angry weeping and sometimes a full temper tantrum. His hostility showed in a defensive self-assertiveness, and at times grandiosity. He would take pains to disagree with his teachers, and "prove" that he knew more than they. He repeated three of the seven grades and was a terror to many of the teachers who feared him, found him difficult to discipline and who felt helpless, according to the patient, in the face of his father's position, which situation the patient stated he exploited.
On graduation from elementary school R . . . had two years of further private schooling 'at the hands of a remedial psychologist, who later referred the patient to a neurologist, who then referred him to me. The patient admitted to some progress, but was the bane of the psychologist's existence.
At the age of twelve, with puberty, his muscular and general body aches and pains became more intense. He became very self-conscious, spending many hours looking in the mirror. After one year his pains disappeared but were imme diately replaced by anxiety and phobias and his private suffering was, he stated, more intense than ever before. He did not know what caused it and, "all crazy things started to enter my mind".
Occupational history: After his schooling (age 16) he entered one of the enterprises controlled by the family corporation in which he was a major share holder. He was supposed to "run" a fairly simple and straight forward business venture. Though formally in charge, he really did not work, merely appearing on the job in an alleged supervisory capacity, but behaving in an inconsistent way, occasionally asserting his authority, friendly with employees, generally benevolent but full of fears. He was erratically disorganized with a random, nonproductive kind of activity. He could thus maintain a surface prestige as an "executive".
Family Inter-personal pattern and work relationship. The patient had a strong, successful father who functioned as the family patriarch. God-fearing and moral, 'he was a charitale and generous man. His benevolent, generous despotism fostered a dominant family pattern in which the 'children must willingly adapt and submit to him. Whether competent or not, all major decisions had to be vetted by the patriarch. The principal of "family cooperation" and "all must work together" was extolled, while lip service was paid to their independence and to their competence. The father could not see that his pa,ttern inhibited personal initiative and self-assertion.
Extremely generous with material things, all the sons and daughter were privately wealthy. Many were minority shareholders in the private corporations run by the others. R . . . shared in this, but at a level somewhat below that of his brothers and sister, since he was "the youngest and needed less". He nevertheless was a wealthy young man in his own right.
This family pattern enabled the patient to rationalize his lack of productiveness, since he felt that he was "as good as my brothers" who were also completely subservient to the father.
The mother was a weak, inhibited, frightened and superstitious woman, allegedly, according to the neurologist, of very ordinary ability. She was seductive and over-protective, particularly towards R . . . with magical thinking and belief in spe~ls, the "evi~eye':, and with many obsessive-compulsive ntuals. She particularly feared destruction and death to her children (after the death of her elder son), and had felt the twins, who were unexpected, as a terrible strain and drain on her. She loved them but felt distressed at the thought of any woman having twins, "they are so hard". Intensely overprotective, she expressed affection through bodily contact, clutching, touchng and caressing. Food and feeding were Important, much love and concern being expressed through this channel. Kindly, gentle in manner, she was also an ob-duran~nag,~ho would stubbornly and sometimes agitatedly express unrealistic c.oncern until she won her overprotectrve way.
Onset of treatment; type, and frequency of psychotherapy. The patient was first seen in consultation only to assess what might be done for him. The ini~al impression produced by his behaviour was that of a brain-damaged mental defective. At the same time the patient showed a good capacity to form human relationships, a great interest in people, a considerable degree of curios-Ity, a considerable verbal capacity in that he could express himself, with his limited vocabulary, with reasonable clarity, though with poor grammar and poorly audible speech; as well as a stubbornness, expressed at times in dogged slow determination. His behaviour at the interview-was so disagreeable, that a corrective confrontation was attempted, "R . . . you know when you wave your arms, shout and drool, you impress people 'as being some sort of mental defective or idiot and you make people believe that you are much worse than in fact I believe you to be. You are pooling saliva in the front of your mouth so that when you speak or shout you spit. Also, when you open your mouth and you hang your head forward it runs out of the corners of your lips. This presents a very poor and unattractive picture and when combined with your hand waving and shouting, makes you look like an idiot. Try to swallow your saliva instead of pooling it in the front of your mouth, and when you get a mouthful learn to swallow it. This way you won't spit. If you drool take a handkerchief and wipe the corners of your mouth, excusing yourself to whomever you may be with." To my considerable gratification this produced an immediate change. The patient calmed down somewhat, began to swallow and asked me if that was what I meant, if he was doing it right, showed eagerness to comply and the drooling and spitting considerably lessened, although there were outcroppings of it during the rest of the interview which had to be gently drawn to his attention. This encouraged me to feel that something could be done with the boy; which, combined with the genuine straight-forward, basic respect for his individuality with which he had from the first been received, convinced the patient of my basic interest, benevolence and desire to help. It thus cemented the patient's already existing embryonic transference and gave it a strong initial positive bent. The patient was told that I was ready to work with him if he wished, to improve his behaviour, work pattern and to treat his phobias. He was told I was interested in every aspect of his life and thoughts, waking and sleeping; and that if he wished to enter treatment he would be asked to try and say exactly what came to his mind. He accepted with alacrity and he was seen twice weekly in face to face interviews the first year, three times weekly for five years, then four times a week since then. During the last 12 months, the patient has been in formal psychoanalysis on the couch, that is to say without the parameters, shortly to be described, that existed in the early part of the treatment.
Tasks, goals and techniques used.
The initial tasks and goals were to enable the patient to control his impulsive, aggressive behaviour and to deal with his disabling phobias and anxiety. It was hoped that with this limited go'al, his social behaviour, and his ability to work would improve. Benevolent, friendly, that is to say non-hostile but very firm straight-forward, and even aggressively stated confrontations as to the impression his behaviour and general appearance made, began at the very first interview. These were accepted by the patient as a benevolent, firm, realistic appraisal of his situation, done with the intention of being helpful and with obvious hope and belief in his capacity to control himself and change. This last point, the belief in his arrested developmental capacities, expressed as a confidence in his ability to handle himself and progress, present from the very first contacts with the patient, was the cornerstone which permitted the transference to establish itself and for improvement to take place.
The patient attempted to please me and ingratiate himself, at' the same time exposing his tremendous joy at mastering bits and pieces of his behaviour. Secret, conscious daydreams and phantasies were verbalized, and the patient exposed his vivid and rich phantasy life, showing in the very early interviews that he gained many of his satisfactions from imaginative magical wish fulfil-ments. Thus, in both his day and night dreams, the themes of being greater than the father and other family members constantly occurred. In them omnipotence, expressed as his ability to do anything he wished, and that he was really more able than they, appeared. He showed very poor distinction between dreams and reality, wishes and rheir realistic fulfilment, being so used to gaining major satisfactions from wishing that the boundaries of reality were blurred. The distinctions between a wish and an act, between the speed with which the phantasy and wish fulfilment could be produced, and the much longer time and effort that it took to translate part or all of the phantasy into reality, were brought home to the patient; always with the encouragement for making the effort and applying himself to a task throughout the time necessary to complete it, or to learn a new skill, that this achievement could produce in real life greater satisfaction than only imagination.
As the patient improved and mastered a bit of himself or a new skill, it brought forth the problem of new and further learning, both of new information, new data and control. Control over slathering, arm movements and voice, followed steadily from the first months of treatment and continued throughout the entire course. An essential component of this was the ongoing interpretation of unconscious feelings of inferiority, great aggression and of his oral incorporative greed, expressed in his secret wishes to swallow up the "world" and its bits and pieces, to wrap himself around them, to put them inside him and thus grow "bigger". He was shown, by a series of interpretations, that his fear of entering banks where he would scream loudly, "making a fool of myself, perhaps faint, and be at the mercy of a bank manager", was a displacement of the punishment he felt he deserved from his father for wishing to eat and swallow him so he could be "bigger". Instead his weakness and "lowliness" would be exposed to all. He was shown that in his phobia he demonstrated to his father that he was not a danger or a threat, instead he was a poor, sick, lowly boy. This group of interpretations resulted in his going down-town and entering banks without particular concern. He still could not enter his father's building, ride an elevator in it or enter his father's large church. He was however able to enter smaller churches not associated with his father. The problems of his speed of movement, of thought and learning were dealt with in a series of confrontations and explanations. The patient was presented with the fact that people form a spectrum, going from the very slow to the very fast. The analogy of a person who could run a mile in four minutes versus one who could run a mile in ten minutes or 15 minutes was presented. He was shown that it was a perfectly honourable status to be able to complete a task at his own' speed provided he did it well and to his own realistic satisfaction.
I.Q. tests were administered for the first time in his contact with me and compared to a previously lower level which enabled me to demonstrate realistically that his real potential was in average range, even though he was not functioning on that basis. (Test results will be discussed later). His great joy in finding that he was potentially normal, at least average, coupled with his already partial mastery over drooling, slathering and choreo-athetoid movements, produced outbursts of joyful enthusiasm, zest, better social behaviour, and numerous phantasies of great success. His ability for slow, steady learning, dogged determination and stubborn persistence were exploited, brought home to him and reinforced. This helped expose and deal with the unconscious feelings of inferiority and self-doubt that underlay even his enthusiasm. Thus the patient was confronted with the fact that if he persisted in the task, he could learn most things reasonably or well.
At this point, after approximately eight months of treatment, the patient spontaneously decided that he wished to learn to dance. He did this as a gift to me and to placate me by showing interest in acquiring a new skill. He began to take dancing lessons. His Oedipus complex was immediately symbolically relived, in relationship to his pretty, seductive, married, dancing teacher, about whom he had continual consciously adulterous (unconsciously incestuous) phantasies, alternating with self-punitive rituals of panic, guilt, phobias, and ritualistic undoing of his wishes. This permitted exploration and interpretation of his symptoms and relationships with his mother and her over-protective babying attitude to her originally unwanted twin. He reviewed current symptoms but also material relating to his, now cured, street and bank phobias.
The patient feared that he might shout out "yell in a crazy way" in his church, thereby "making a fool of myself and my father, and the other people who know us will think that I am crazy. God is present at all times in church and I am afraid he will punish me." "I am afraid to go to a movie because I get scared and want to yell, this could be because there are half-nude girls in the movie". Fear of certain streets, ".... was because I am small and I am self-conscious, I want to be bigger and weigh more. Because I am small, the tall buildings downtown are large but they will not be able to win over me". "Since I was a youngster I was over-protected. My mother told me that down east there were always tough gangs. I thought about it because I was always small and weak and people could push me around."
His mother would, even in his adolescence, run her hands over his frame, speakin~of how thin he was. He passively liked and encouraged this.
His rapid acquision of dancing skills was not accompanied 'by social out-goingness and dating. Rather, he remained attached only to his dancing teacher with multiple phantasies of seducing her. Great preoccupation with bodily strength and with size appeared. Quite unrealistic expectations that he could grow by stretohing exercises from his 5 ft. 6" height to his doctor's height of 6 ft. were expressed. Confrontation with the reality again exposed his poor reality testing and the blurred boundaries between phantasy, wish fulfilment, and reality. Gradually the patient saw, and was encouraged to grieve and mourn, his lack of omnipotence. His awareness, and intense grief and sorrow, that his wishes could not stretch him from his short height to any height and his sorrow at the limits nature puts on all of us were slowly worked through. Interpretations about the normalcy of grieving and the work of mourning, were made. The need to grieve and mourn disappointment in order to return to a state of normalcy, proved very helpful in allowing the patient to verbalize his grief and to weep, both during treatment sessions and on his own. Much anger, guilt and aggression towards his parents emerged during this period-towards the father for his inconsistent attempts at social camouflaging of the patient's incapacities and pretending that he was normal and great love, attachment, and dependency on both parents. Anger at the mother for seductive, over-protective, destructiveness in not permitting the patient to develop and for instilling magic-al fears, and insisting he was her "baby" began to come to the surface. Ambivalence to change, characterized by his passive acquiescent seductiveness and enjoyment of this status entered conscious awareness more regularly. Details of rituals and compulsions in which he counted numbers, opened and closed doors, and checked stoves were explored. His symbolic use of numbers to represent, in a magically manipulable form, family members became clear. Thus the patient was No.4, (fourth in family) the doctor was either No. 1 or No. 10, the father was either No.1 or No. 10, anyone he hated was No. 7 since there were six members of the family and No. 7 came after them etc. Much magical doing and undoing of rage, aggression, oral incorporation and/or regurgitation or expulsion were expressed in this way.. His fear of explosively destroying through mouth and respiratory tract in a rage or tantrum, was gradually worked through over the years. Splattering somebody destructively was linked in his toilet training, with explosive, diarrheal, expulsive bowel movements and aggressive, wetting and bubble making, urination. His aggressive,angry, greedy eating, representing destruction (in contrast to eager, greedy, preservative incorporation); and, his just as violent, screaming and shouting (projectively destructive) outbursts were slowly (over years) worked through. Insight over the years produced lessening, and finally disappearance, of his aches, pains, bouts of constipation, alternating with diarrhoea, and gastrointestinal spasms.
By the third and fourth year of treatment, an interest in weight lifting and body building succeeded to his desire to stretch into a six footer. He realistically began to go down to an athletic club and work with weights. His fear of men, and of alternating between a passive homosexual position in which he would offer them his backside (in surface feminine submission) while unconciously also incorporating their penis, both as a symbolic submission to the father, and as an aggressive incorporation of the father's penis, with aggressive hidden phantasies of ripping it off and keeping it off so that the father would be "desexed", were worked through in reference to body building. Details of both passive and active childhood sexual play with his twin brother and active heterosexual play with another female member of his family appeared. His rituals became more marked and open during this period but lessened with exploration of this material. He gained considerable insight and emotional control over his alternating mechanisms of wishing to be the big man who would swallow and incorporate everybody, knock off his father, take possession of his mother, family building and corporations, and thus be greater than his brothers; and his compliant, passive eager to please, fearful, self-torturing, family-identified frightened self with deep feelings of inferiority and terrible inner fear of his secret omnipotent greedy and aggressive wishes. As his formerly hidden aggression and hostility became clear to the patient, he began to speak openly to the family, to oppose them gently, but at times firmly and to be more self-assertive. This brought him up against his own family role and the family pattern of behaviour. His elevator, family building and church phobias, thus gradually lessened and disappeared.
He began to explore his need to depend and cling to his over-protective mother. To comply and please her on the one hand, then to feel guilty because he was closer to her than any other member of the family, and he phantasied himself as possessing her in the place of father. The realistic possibility of dating and eventually finding a girl of his own, if he wished to make the effort, was explored. Having learne.d to dance and having developed his physique with weight lifting, it was interpreted to him that these real achievements were in fact isolated and used as sops, "Small bones to keep the big dog, (the doctor) quiet"; gifts thrown to the therapist to show improvement, to ingratiate, to pretend to change, but fundamentally to remain unchanged. There was no overall consistency. Once having acquired a skill he did not use it, it being sufficient to prove he could master it and please the therapist. This led to better integrated work patterns, the patient accepting more responsibility, demanding a clearer definition of truly individual roles and duties and demonstra-ting greater consistency in discharging them. Despite this he was unable, in the fourth to seventh years of his treatment, to progress beyond the boundaries set by the family for individual action. Although he would be amusingly condescending, and contemptuous of the family pattern, permitting compliant incompetence, which was by this time abundantly clear to him. He would verbally attack it, discussing it with the father reasonably or in an angry outburst, but felt incapable of consistently opposing it in his own functioning. Episodic overt opposition occurred, with equally abject submissions, but with an overall better consistent level of work and responsibility.
Inhibitions. A major feature of this patient's case were the multiple inhibitions, developmental arrests and lags. Initially (prior to my treatment) they were believed of organic etiology and little had been available for their treatment. As the patient's responses to treatment appeared in the form of progress and new learning, all developmental lags were realistically but systematically probed and challenged. Many respiratory, and early oral fixations with resulting inhibitions were exposed.
In the fourth year, the patient began to express wishes that he could drive a car. Tremendous rage and envy at other members of the family for having cars and driving them appeared, coupled with feelings of phallic inferiority. When I asked why he felt he could not learn to drive, much fear about losing control, about not being able to coordinate eye and hand, as well as his awe of a vehicle as a potent machine that could kill and maim, appeared. This material, including data showing considerable improvement in visuo-motor tasks was used in conjunction with inflexible firmness on my part, in insisting that he make a persistent effort. The fact that he feared to equal his father and older siblings "your elders and betters" was interpreted to him, as were the phallic and anal aspects of the problem. This resulted in the patient taking instruction successfully. He drove proudly, carefully, and with better than average skill. Here again, once having acquired the skill, he tried to quietly let it fall by the wayside, as he had with his dancing and weight lifting. Interpretation of this induced a phobic period in which he wouldn't drive unless accompanied by one of his employees. This was worked through over a period of several months, to disappear without recurrence to date. He has driven a car successfully for approximately four years and though originally proud of this ability, today accepts it as. a matter of fact skill.
Much material about his visual inhibitions arose from this and were explored. His nervousness with moving objects, lead to a more active exploration of the problem of inhibition of eye movements and of his conscious aversion to watching movies, T.V., and to reading. Material linked with primal scene phantasies and experience then appeared and were worked through. This resulted, in the fifth and sixth year of treatment, in a much freer use of his eyes, greater curiosity about the world and much improvement in hand-eye coordination. In the sixth year, the patient showed new sublimations of his previously inhibited eye movements, being able to watch movies and T.V. and read books. He suddenly appeared one day with a camera and flash bulbs and proceeded to take photos of the physician and his office. He went on a photographic spree in which he demonstrated great interest in observing and photographing surfaces, textures, images, impressions of flowers and places, and above all people, without anxiety. This photographic spree lasted only for a period of four months, did not become a hobby and was followed by a lessening of interest. Here the pattern of a gift of progress to the physician, with refusal to use a new sublimation as part of a truly more integrated way of living, again emerged. This was again interpreted as his refusal to surpass the rest of his family.
Mouth and tongue inhibitions. (1) (2) (3) The problem of his speech, mouth and teeth, present throughout the length of treatment came to a head by the sixth year. The patient produced material about his "buck teeth" and the corrective bands he had worn from ages 12 to 16. By the time I first saw the patient, the teeth were relatively normal and the bands were removed during the early months of treatment. My curiosity about the true cause of the patient's speech impediment resulted in consultations with an ear, nose and throat specialist, as well as a plastic surgeon. Other than a high vault to the palate, the patient's mouth and tongue were structurally normal. In exploring this material it was discovered that the patient could only half open his mouth. This inhibition was tested by asking him to open his mouth as widely as he could and then to passively open it further by manual downward traction of the mandible. This produced much greater opening. Confronted with this inhibition, much new material emerged.
In his attempts to open the mouth and wiggle the tongue during therapeutic sessions, the fact that the patient could not touch his upper teeth with the tip of his tongue became apparent. He could barely thrust the tip of his tongue beyond the boundaries of his own lips. Further explorations of the patient's inability to move his tongue showed that the patient could touch the right hand comer of his mouth with his tongue, but was completely unable to touch the left hand comer, his tongue stopping just Iefc of the midline. The clarification that his muscles were atrophied with disuse and, the need to exercise and strengthen the muscles was given. His fear of aggressive biting and his inhibition of pleasurable licking, and aggressive, searching, lateral-licking tongue movements, were variously and separately interpreted in relationship to his infantile pleasure at sucking and licking, and the memories of greedy, aggressively demanding tongue, lip and mouth movements. The inhibition of his angry thrusting forth (or expelling outside of the body) of respiratory air in a yell or a scream of rage or in a cry of sadness and of equally angry and destructive thrusting forth of the tongue out of the mouth, contained in it the memory of childhood angry expulsions from the mouth. The patient remembered that he used to aggressively push his tongue against his teeth, but had stopped this when told that they were producing his "buck teeth."
The patient's inability to touch the left side of his mouth was linked with his feeling that one side belonged to his twin brother and the other side to him, and to an inhibition of his angry greed in wanting to have all for himself. It was also later linked, in much deeper interpretations, to his left-right dichotomy between masculine and feminine, his left side being visualized as feminine and his right as masculine. His inhibited tongue and mouth movements were linked interpretatively with his early inability to talk.
With the exploration and working through of these patterns, the explanation for the patient's poor speech became clearer. When speaking, the patient fixed the tip of his tongue in the mid-line, level with the top of his lower incisors and, instead of moving the tongue normally, arched the roof of his tongue keeping the tip in its position. The entire mandible was then moved instead of the tongue, thus producing the nasal speech which I was able to imitate and demonstrate to the patient step by step. The working through of this material produced considerable further improvement. in the patient's speech, which in the seventh and eighth year of treatment has become reasonably normal. The patient's vocabulary and grammar improved by identification with the, therapist during all of this period.
The patient developed insight into ohe problems associated with opening his mouth, lifting tongue movements, of licking lovingly or thrusting angrily; of using the tongue as an organ of relation and exploration; of the integration of hand, eye, tongue and swallowing or regurgitation; of the relationship to his buck teeth; to crying sadly or screaming with rage; to spitting and drooling; and above all, to the relationships between inhibition of thrusting, expulsive, aggressive, tongue movements, of speaking angrily or caressingly and moving the entire mandible through inhibiting the tongue, all became very clear to the patient.
At this time (sixth and seventh years) the patient began to date, began to have his first heterosexual relationships and sexual intercourse.
Psychological test data. Separate testing was independently done by four different clinical psychologists.
Psychologist A: At a pre-treatment level in 1956, the Wechsler-Bellevue showed: Full Scale LQ. 76, Verbal LQ. 93, Performance LQ. 63 (with no scatter) and poor scores on picture completion, object assembly and block design. Many evidences of visual motor problems.
After one year of treatment (1957) Psychologist B. found Full Scale LQ. 85, Verbal LQ. 91 and Performance LQ. 81. There were some visual-motor defects especially when speed was required but they were mild.
In 1960 after four years of treatment Psyohologist C. reported: "I was very impressed with his insight and his recounting of the significant changes in him. He displayed a remarkable degree of persistence and 'learning doggedness' which was 'slow but sure'." Full Scale LQ. 88, Verbal LQ. 94, Performance LQ. 84. "Important compensations have now occurred in the visual-motor process whereby the functional impact of organic features per se are neglig1ble".
In 1963 his Full Scale LQ. is 90, his Verbal LQ. 95, and his Performance LQ. is 84. His vocabulary sub-test is above average. His potential functioning is clearly in the average range to-day.
Twinning. (4) Throughout the entire material a thread of lack of individuality runs. The patient saw himself as half of a pair, that it took two of them to be one. This inseparable need for another (his twin, his mother, his father, doctor, etc.) is, in his case, based on being a twin and the mother's insistence that twins are alike. Pathology alone (not as is the case, also natural differences between fraternal twins) reduced his functioning below that of his brother. Much interpretation and many clarifications were necessary to help him work through aspects of this problem. A vague fusion of intrapsychic identity, with even the vaguely expressed but keenly believed, idea of almost interchangeability of parts and mutual sharing of the self, was part of the syndrome, (e.g. he felt he had "a right to his brother's penis," 'and, "All should have two, one to urinate with and one to marry with"). Much aggression, greed, envy and great sorrow at his personal inferiority was linked to being "the twin". Patient: "My mother goes around shaking her head everytime she sees twins. Its hard to be the twin." Physician: "What? The twin?" Patient: "You see, I'm the twin, the second one. I feel gypped, my father didn't have S ... (the brother) and R ... (patient) the proper way, one at a time. He had only one intercourse. He gave his sperm to S . . . instead of me. I came along as a sort of a bonus, a premium. He didn't say, "Here S . . . this sperm is for you, here R ... this is for you. He didn't give me enough, he didn't give me as much as he gave to S ...". "I don't like the idea of being an afterthought. It isn't normal. You doctor don't have twins."
He believed that twins occurred only once in thousands of births. His lack of individualization, though aided by the family patterns, began with these feelings of being only an inferior, basically unwanted (accidental?, or omnipotently intended?) waste product "the twin". His clinging to the family is much rooted in this biological event.
Present problems. Despite very considerable and marked changes in the patient, residual character problems are now being worked with in formal psychoanalysis. Earlier, the physician had to introduce so many parameters of givingness and direct instruction, of confrontation and clarification, and above all of, friendliness and even direct encouragement, that the technique consisted of psychoanalytic psychotherapy. With the patient expressing curiosity about the couch and its uses, one year ago he was invited to try it (since the physician felt that R .. .'s progress and ego integration now enabled him to attempt unmodified analysis). Thus the last year the patient has been on the couch in psychoanalysis with a minimum of parameters.
The patient's present problems involve the formation and separation of his ego and super ego (identity) from that of the family. This is essentially the resolution of the Oedipus complex but here complicated by his fused "twin" identity. The problem of applying himself to separation and surpassing the level permitted to members of his family remains a real one. The patient is aware of it consciously and struggles with it, but without real success, so far, in going beyond what father permits at present. Similarly, he has been unable to find a real heterosexual object relationship to replace that of the mother, only dating occasionally to please himself and to demonstrate to me and to the "world" that he is able to do this but without a true desire to separate. The psychotherapy of a case of mental deficiency with epilepsy is presented as a reminder to psychiatrists of their own cases where the use of ordinary psychotherapeutic skills has influenced, for the better, the life course of a person with low intelligence. The proposition which is advanced is that up to this time there has existed a group embarrassment among psychiatrists concerning the application of psychodynamic understanding to the treatment of people with limited intelligence. This group embarrassment has, up to this stage, worked against sustained advance in the whole field of treatment of the mental deficiencies. It is suggeste.d that if psychoanalytical understanding is not significantly brought into the treatment of the mental deficiencies, then the advances through the other disciplines, no matter how valuable, will be insufficient to make a really serious impact upon this large, individual and social problem.
The patient, Kay, was born cyanotic '-Clinical Instructor, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash, and did not breathe for over five minutes after birth. In infancy she had frequent seizures, but in early childhood had so few seizures that medication, consisting of diphenylhydantoin sodium, was not instituted until the age of five. The grand mal seizures were always easy to control They occurred once or twice a year only except when Kay was in her own home, from adolescence onward. She had, in addition, minor epileptic phenomena, consisting of tingling in the right hand and arm and adversive movement of the head and eyes to the right. These latter reactions did not produce unconsciousness and occurred at times when she. ordinarily would be expected to be anXIOUS.
Between the ages of five and 16, six batteries of psychological tests were done. The results showed little scatter and showed gross I.Q.'s in the high fifties or low sixties. Psychological tests at the age of 20 showed wide scatter in the seventies and eighties, with a gross figure of 78. The projective tests at that time were consistent with a diagnosis of mixed neurosis in late adolescence.
